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Introduction

Water plays a crucial role in determining the structure of bio-
logical macromolecules, because the thermodynamics and dy-
namics of water and biomolecules are tightly coupled.[1–3] Dif-
ferent dynamical behaviour can be distinguished for water
molecules that are buried in cavities or surface clefts in the in-
terior of a macromolecule, for hydration water that interacts
with the surfaces of macromolecules, which is more mobile
than internal water, or for bulk water.[4–6] Therefore, under-
standing the hydration of macromolecules requires an atomic-
level structural and dynamical description of the system of in-
terest.

A variety of experimental techniques such as X-ray and neu-
tron diffraction[7–11] and NMR spectroscopy[11–15] have been em-
ployed successfully to investigate the hydration of biological
macromolecules. However, experiments provide only temporal
or ensemble averages[6,8,16–18] and for technical reasons may be
carried out on samples that are in other physicochemical envi-
ronments than the biologically relevant one; this makes the in-
terpretation of the results nontrivial.[7, 10,11,19,20] On the other
hand, computer simulations are able to provide an atomistic
description of the system that includes the temporal and en-
semble distributions of both solute and solvent.[6, 19,21–33]

Here, we investigate the hydration behaviour of the de-
novo-designed 17-residue ccb-p peptide with the amino acid
sequence S-IRELEAR-IRELELR-IG which forms a parallel three-
stranded a-helical coiled coil in solution[34–36] by using explicit
solvent molecular dynamics simulations at two temperatures,
278 and 330 K. The structure of the ccb-p trimer has been
solved to high resolution by X-ray crystallography.[34] A promi-
nent feature of the three-stranded coiled coil is a bifurcated

salt-bridge contact formed between Arg8:Ne,Nh2 of one chain
and Glu13:Oe1,Oe2 of the neighbouring chain (Figure 1). A
water-mediated hydrogen bond between Arg8:O and Glu13:
Oe2 completes this network. Remarkably, this distinct motif, in-
cluding the position of the crystallographic water site, as illus-
trated in Figure 1, is conserved in many three-stranded coiled-
coil domains of intracellular, extracellular, viral, and synthetic
proteins.[37] Mutation of Arg8 resulted in a change of the oligo-
merisation state;[36] this further supports the importance of the
characteristic electrostatic interactions and the bridging water
molecule for determining the trimeric ccb-p coiled-coil struc-
tural stability. The contribution to protein stability that is pro-
vided by these salt-bridge networks has been recently investi-
gated by MD simulations in explicit water and analysis of con-
figurational entropy.[38]

In the present analysis, we explore the role of the conserved
water site in the trimerisation motif by characterising both the
spatial and temporal ordering of the water molecules around
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The solvent structure and dynamics around ccb-p, a 17-residue
peptide that forms a parallel three-stranded a-helical coiled coil
in solution, was analysed through 10 ns explicit solvent molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations at 278 and 330 K. Comparison with
two corresponding simulations of the monomeric form of ccb-p
was used to investigate the changes of hydration upon coiled-
coil formation. Pronounced peaks in the solvent density distribu-
tion between residues Arg8 and Glu13 of neighbouring helices
show the presence of water bridges between the helices of the
ccb-p trimer; this is in agreement with the water sites observed
in X-ray crystallography experiments. Interestingly, this water site
is structurally conserved in many three-stranded coiled coils and,

together with the Arg and Glu residues, forms part of a motif
that determines three-stranded coiled-coil formation. Our findings
show that little direct correlation exists between the solvent den-
sity distribution and the temporal ordering of water around the
trimeric coiled coil. The MD-calculated effective residence times
of up to 40 ps show rapid exchange of surface water molecules
with the bulk phase, and indicate that the solvent distribution
around biomolecules requires interpretation in terms of continu-
ous density distributions rather than in terms of discrete mole-
cules of water. Together, our study contributes to understanding
the principles of three-stranded coiled-coil formation.
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the ccb-p coiled coil in terms of solvent spatial probability dis-
tributions, hydrogen bonding, solvent accessibility, water ex-
change and residence times. We focus on the identification of
the regions with the highest solvent probability density and
their relation to the water sites that are observed in a high-res-
olution X-ray study.[34]

Results and Discussion

Solvent density distribution

In Figure 2, the position of the conserved hydration site WAT4
between the Arg8 and Glu13 residues of the neighbouring
helices of the ccb-p trimer is compared with the peaks in the
solvent density distribution derived from the MD simulations
at 278 and 330 K. The number density distribution of the water
oxygen in Figure 2 corresponds to 2.5 times the bulk water
density (that is, 83.6 nm�3). The results show that the water
site, WAT4, that is close to Arg8 and Glu13, which is the highly
conserved structural motif appears between all helix pairs of
the ccb-p trimer at both temperatures. The pattern becomes
particularly clear at higher temperature; this indicates 1) better
sampling of the (solvent) configurational space at 330 K and
2) a reduction of solvent-shielding effects with increased tem-
perature.[38,39]

Regarding the additional water sites reported in the X-ray
crystal structure of the ccb-p coiled coil, a maximum of two
times the bulk water number density (that is, 66.9 nm�3) has
been observed at 278 K for water site WAT7, which is located
close to the Cd atom of Glu11 and carbonyl oxygen of Ala7. At
330 K two weak maxima in the number density distribution
have been found in the vicinity of the crystallographic water
sites WAT3 and WAT7. On the other hand, the crystallographic
water sites WAT1, WAT2 and WAT5 do not stand out as hydra-
tion sites in the solvent density distribution, which suggests
that the water molecules are trapped at the specified positions
because of crystal packing effects. A detailed analysis of the
crystal structure reveals that the water molecule that corre-
sponds to the site WAT1 is hydrogen bonded to water mole-
cule WAT6. Similarly, the water molecule that occupies water
site WAT2 is hydrogen bonded to the water molecule that cor-
responds to site WAT3 (Table 1).

Figure 1. The ccb-p coiled coil including the crystallographic water sites that
correspond to helices 1 and 2. The amino acid sequence, including the
heptad repeats (abcdefg), is indicated, and the trimerisation motif is under-
lined. The peptide backbones are represented as ribbons. The Arg8 and
Glu13 side chains of neighbouring helices 1 and 2 that form an interhelical
network with the conserved water site WAT4 are shown in stick representa-
tion. The spheres show the location of water oxygen atoms and their desig-
nations as in Table 1.

Figure 2. Comparison of the position of the conserved crystallographic water site WAT4 (dotted sphere) with the peaks in three-dimensional solvent (oxygen)
number density distribution around the ccb-p coiled coil (red contours) at 278 K (upper panels) and at 330 K (lower panels). Each of the three helices is col-
oured distinctively (helix 1 in purple, helix 2 in green, helix 3 in blue) and the side chains of Arg8 and Glu13 of the neighbouring helices are shown in stick
representation. The contour threshold corresponds to 2.5 times the bulk water density.
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In order to clarify the structural role of water in the con-
served water site between the Arg8 and Glu13 residues, the
number density distribution for water hydrogen atoms has
been calculated and superimposed on the water oxygen densi-
ty maps (Figure 3). Although the maxima in the number densi-
ty distribution of the water hydrogen atoms are less well-de-
fined as in case of the water oxygen distribution due to the ro-
tational movements of the water molecules[40] (Figure 3), the
water hydrogens appear to be oriented with respect to the
carbonyl of Arg8 and the side chain of Glu13. Particularly the
density distribution between helices 2 and 3 at 330 K clearly
shows a water molecule bridging the two helices. As in the
case of the water oxygen atoms, the maxima in the number
density distribution of hydrogen atoms are more distinct at
the higher temperature.

Solvent-accessible surface area

The solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) for the ccb-p mono-
mer and the ccb-p coiled coil at 278 and 330 K, is displayed in

Figure S1 in the Supporting Information. The SASA time series
for the helices 1, 2 and 3 of the ccb-p coiled coil at 278 and
330 K are shown in the lower three panels, the time series for
the monomer is shown in the upper panel. The average areas
for the three helices of the trimer at the two temperatures are
indistinguishable within the standard deviations; the values
are 20.6 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(�0.5) and 21.1 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(�0.6) nm2, 21.2 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(� 0.6) and 20.9 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(�0.7)
nm2, 21.8 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(�0.7) and 20.9 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(�0.7) nm2, respectively. The similarity
among the helices suggests that the simulations have con-
verged well. The similarity between temperatures confirms the
stability of the ccb-p coiled coil in both molecular dynamics
simulations. Averages and standard deviations are about half
those of the monomer at the two temperatures : 41.0 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(�1.2)
and 41.6 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(�1.4) nm2; this reflects the inaccessibility of the
trimer interior to solvent. In other words, about 48% and 50%
of water molecules (at 278 and 330 K, respectively) vacate the
peptide surface when three ccb-p heptadecamer strands form
the coiled-coil trimer. This reflects the tight packing of the
trimer that is produced by salt-bridge networks between the
neighbouring chains and by the presence of several hydropho-
bic contacts between the strands of the ccb-p coiled coil.

Solute–solvent hydrogen bonding

Figure 4 displays the solute–solvent hydrogen bonds for the
ccb-p monomer and the ccb-p trimer at 278 and 330 K. The
Oe1 and Oe2 side-chain atoms of the Glu residues exhibit
strong hydrogen bonding; the average number of hydrogen
bonds, hNHBi, ranges from 1.46 in the case of the Glu4 Oe1
atom of the ccb-p monomer at 330 K to 3.43 in the case of the
Glu11 Oe2 atom of the ccb-p helix 3 at 278 K. In addition to
the two-centred hydrogen bonds, three-centred hydrogen
bonds between water and the Oe1 and Oe2 atoms of the Glu
side chains were observed. Equally important for binding
water to the surface of both ccb-p monomer and ccb-p trimer

Table 1. Designations of crystallographic water sites and their distances
(d) from nearest residue side chains and water sites for the ccb-p coiled
coil.

Water Location d Water Location d
site [nm] site [nm]

1:WAT1 1 GLU4:Cd 0.46 1:WAT4 1 Glu13:Cd 0.35
1 GLU11:Cd 0.45 3 Arg8:O 0.30
1 WAT6:O 0.30 1:WAT5 1 Glu7:Cd 0.40

1:WAT2 1 Arg10:Cd 0.46 1 Arg4:O 0.32
1 Leu14:Cg 0.49 1:WAT6 1 Arg8:Cg 0.33
1 WAT3:O 0.31 1 Glu11:Cd 0.36

1:WAT3 1 Arg10:O 0.35 1 WAT1:O 0.30
1 Glu13:Cd 0.36 1:WAT7 1 Glu11:Cd 0.31
1 WAT2:O 0.31 1 Ala7:O 0.31

Figure 3. Number density distribution for water oxygens (red contours) and hydrogens (grey contours) around the conserved water site WAT4 at 278 K
(upper panels) and 330 K (lower panels) that indicate the proximity of WAT4 to the side chains of Arg8 and Glu13 residues. The contour threshold corre-
sponds to 2.5 times the bulk water density for water oxygens and three times the bulk water density for water hydrogens. The representation of the three
helices of the ccb-p trimer is the same as in Figure 2.
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are the Arg residues. Of the seven water sites that were ob-
served in the X-ray data (Table 1), five are proximate to Arg
side chains, and four of these are proximate to Glu side chains
as well. The average number of hydrogen bonds for a donor/
acceptor atom of a Arg residue ranges from 0.12 for the car-
bonyl oxygen of the Arg8 residue in the ccb-p monomer at
330 K to 1.08 for the carbonyl oxygen of the Arg15 residue in
helix 1 of the ccb-p trimer at 278 K. The overall occurrence of
hydrogen bonds between water and the backbone amide
ACHTUNGTRENNUNGhydrogens of all the residues is low. In particular, the amide
ACHTUNGTRENNUNGhydrogens that are buried in the core of the coiled coil do not
form hydrogen bonds with the surrounding water.

The average number of hydrogen bonds hNHBi slightly de-
creases with increasing temperature from 278 to 330 K. For
some residues of the ccb-p monomer, the average number of
hydrogen bonds increases with temperature, which reflects
the pronounced structural differences between the monomers
at 278 and 330 K. In the trimer, an increase in the average
number of hydrogen bonds at 330 K was observed for the
Glu6 side chain of helix 2, which at 330 K becomes more ex-
posed to the surrounding solvent, and for some of the hydro-
gen-bond donors/acceptors that form the more flexible ends
of the ccb-p trimer strands.

Average solvation and water exchange

The average solvation numbers, hNSi, for the backbone carbon-
yl oxygen and amide hydrogen atoms of the ccb-p trimer are
shown in Figure 5. In the case of amide hydrogens, the solva-
tion numbers reflect that only the end groups of the coiled
coil are exposed to the solvent, whereas amide hydrogens of
the interior residues, which are buried in the a-helices of the
coiled coil, are not hydrated. On the other hand, the solvation
numbers for the carbonyl oxygen indicates solvation in the in-
terior as well as at the end groups. Consistent with the results
of the solute–solvent hydrogen bond analysis, pronounced sol-
vation of the carbonyl oxygen atoms of Arg3, Arg8, Arg10,
Glu13, Leu14 and Arg15 residues is observed, whereas the car-
bonyl oxygen atoms of the remaining residues are less solvat-
ed (Ile2, Glu4, Glu6, Ala7, Ile9, Glu11) or not solvated at all
(Leu5, Leu12).

The exchange of water molecules in the first hydration shell
of the well-solvated carbonyl oxygen atoms is fast and increas-
es with temperature. The rate of exchange events ranges from
0.11 to 5.2 ps�1 at 278 K and from 0.09 to 5.5 ps�1 at 330 K (see
Table S1). Interestingly, the rate of exchange events, hNexci, cor-
relates very well with the average solvation number (Figure 6)

Figure 4. Average number of solute–solvent hydrogen bonds hNHBi per donor or acceptor group for the ccb-p monomer and the three helices of the ccb-p
coiled coil at 278 K (dark) and 330 K (light).
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for all residues except Gly17, Arg15, and Glu13 and Leu14; this
indicates that the interactions of these residues with water de-
viate from the average solute–solvent interactions.

Residence time distributions

Figure 7 shows the distribution along the backbone of the ef-
fective residence times, teff, for water molecules within the first

hydration shell of the backbone atoms of the ccb-p
trimer, (that is, backbone carbonyl oxygen and
amide hydrogen atoms). The values are consistent
with both the hydrogen bond and solvation number
patterns described above. The residence times at
330 K are expected and found to be systematically
lower than at 278 K, due to thermal effects. Of the
amide hydrogen atoms, only the residues of the end
groups exhibit broad residence time distributions
that range between 10 and 40 ps; these show large
variations, especially at 278 K, with long residences
at Arg3 at 278 K and Leu5 at 330 K, which are likely
to be caused by a long visit of a single water mole-
cule in the first hydration shell of the corresponding
amide hydrogens. Because such an event can occur
only once over the course of the 10 ns simulation
periods, the particular residence time is statistically
rather unreliable. However, similar deviations are not
observed for the backbone carbonyl oxygen atoms,
which are generally more exposed to the surround-
ing solvent; this is consistent with the greater ability

of the surface water molecules to exchange with the bulk
phase. The effective residence times that characterise the sol-
vation of carbonyl oxygens show larger variations at 278 K
than at 330 K. This is consistent with the above-mentioned en-
hanced sampling of the configurational space at 330 K. The
well-converged pattern of effective residence times at 330 K,
which range between 5 and 20 ps, exhibits marginal peaks for
Ser1, Arg8 and Glu13. A pronounced hydration of a serine resi-

Figure 5. Average solvation number hNsi for the amide hydrogens (panels A and B) and
carbonyl oxygens (panels C and D) of the ccb-p trimer at 278 and 330 K. The symbols x,
o and + designate the three helices of the trimer: o helix 1, x helix 2, + helix 3.

Figure 6. Correlation between the average number of water exchanges per ps, hNexci, and the average solvation number, hNsi, for the backbone carbonyl
oxygen atoms of the ccb-p monomer (panels A and E) and the three helices of the trimer (panels B, C, D, F, G and H) at 278 and 330 K. Outliers are explicitly
denoted.
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due due to its polar side chain is well known,[41, 42] and the
longer effective residence times for the backbone carbonyl
oxygen atoms of Arg8 and Glu13 are compatible with the pre-
viously reported maxima in the water density distribution and
with the position of the crystallographic water site WAT4 that
is located between Arg8 and Glu13 residues of the neighbour-
ing chains. However, the correlation between long effective
residence times and maxima in the solvent density distribution
is weak; prominent maxima do not imply distinctly longer resi-
dence times.

The lack of correlation between the spatial and temporal pa-
rameters that describe the hydration shell of the ccb-p coiled
coil is also observed when analysing water residence times
within the spherical shells that surround the crystallographic
water sites. The maximum residence times for the crystallo-
graphic water sites are tabulated in Table 2; the effective resi-
dence times range between 1 and 1.5 ps and do not distin-
guish among these sites. At 278 K, site WAT4, which corre-
sponds to a maximum in the water density distribution ranks
at least second among maximum residence times for all heli-
ces. At 330 K the maximum water residence times become

shorter due to the thermal ef-
fects, and the water sites could
not be distinguished based on
the water residence time distri-
butions alone.

Conclusions

By using 10 ns periods of explic-
it solvent molecular dynamics
simulations of the ccb-p mono-
mer and coiled coil at 278 and
330 K solvation patterns around
the ccb-p monomer and ccb-p
coiled-coil have been identified
and compared to the results de-
rived from X-ray crystallography
experiments. Analysis of the sol-
vent number density distribu-
tion yields well-defined maxima
that are compatible with the
crystallographic water site that

bridges the neighbouring helices of the coiled coil. The results
suggest that the presence of the water molecule between resi-
dues Arg8 and Glu13 of the neighbouring helices might make
an important contribution to stabilising the trimeric ccb-p
coiled-coil structure. Analysis of the number density distribu-
tion of water hydrogen atoms provided evidence about the
orientation of water molecules that correspond to the con-
served water site that is beyond crystallographic resolution.
Analysis of the residence times of water molecules around the
ccb-p coiled coil showed that the correlation between the
maxima in the solvent number density distribution and the dis-
tribution of the residence times of water molecules in the hy-
dration shell of ccb-p is weak due to the fast exchange of sur-
face water with bulk water. Nevertheless, water density distri-
butions, hydrogen bonds, solvation numbers, water exchange
rates, and effective residence times provide consistent, if not
definitive, evidence that the conserved water site is an essen-
tial component of the coiled-coil trimerisation motif. The
agreement of the simulated results with the experimental data
is encouraging, because it shows that MD simulations per-
formed in an explicit solvent can complement experimental
data and contribute to understanding the principles of three-
stranded coiled-coil formation.

Experimental Section

Molecular dynamics simulations : Four 10 ns long trajectories of
previously reported MD simulations[38] of the ccb-p monomer and
the three-stranded a-helical ccb-p coiled coil at 278 and 330 K
were submitted to the solvation analysis. Each trajectory was sam-
pled every 0.5 ps, and yielded 2L104 configurations. The four MD
simulations employed the GROMOS96 program modules and the
43A1 force field.[43–45] The X-ray structure of ccb-p (Protein Data
Bank[46] ID: 1s9z) supplied the initial coordinates of the peptides in
the three-stranded a-helical coiled-coil trimer configuration.[34] The
crystallographic asymmetric unit consisted of a ccb-p monomer,

Figure 7. Effective residence times teff of water molecules within the first hydration shell of amide hydrogens
(panels A and B) and carbonyl oxygens (C and D) of the ccb-p trimer at 278 and 330 K. The symbols *, L and +

designate helices 1, 2 and 3, respectively, of the trimer The time corresponding to the 99th percentile of the resi-
dence time distribution was used as effective residence time.

Table 2. Maximum residence times (in ps) of water molecules within
0.15 nm diameter spherical shells around the crystallographic water sites
of helices 1, 2 and 3 of the ccb-p coiled coil at 278 and 330 K.

Water tmax (helix 1) tmax (helix 2) tmax (helix 3)
site 278 K 330 K 278 K 330 K 278 K 330 K

WAT1 3.5 2.0 2.5 2.0 3.5 3.5
WAT2 2.5 2.5 3.0 2.0 3.5 2.5
WAT3 3.0 3.0 5.0 3.5 5.5 3.0
WAT4 5.0 4.0 9.0 4.5 6.0 6.0
WAT5 7.5 3.5 8.0 4.5 6.0 6.0
WAT6 5.0 3.0 4.5 3.0 7.0 3.0
WAT7 3.0 3.0 3.5 2.0 2.5 2.5
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seven water oxygens, a Zn and a Na ion. The coordinates for the
three-stranded a-helical coiled coil were generated by using the
crystallographic symmetry transformations. All MD simulations of
the ccb-p monomer and the three-stranded a-helical ccb-p coiled
coil reported in this paper were carried out in solution.

For each simulation, the initial configuration placed the solute at
the centre of a periodic truncated octahedral box; this required
that the minimum distance from any atom of the peptide to the
square box walls exceeded 1.4 nm. A cubic periodic array of 216
pre-equilibrated SPC[47] water molecules provided the initial config-
uration of the solvent in the box such that the distance between
an oxygen atom of water and nonhydrogen atoms of the solute
exceeded 0.23 nm.

Relaxation of the solute–solvent contacts, while positionally re-
straining the solute atoms by using a harmonic potential energy
function with a force constant of 250 kJmol�1nm�2, entailed a
steepest-descent energy minimisation of the system. A second
steepest-descent energy minimisation of the system without re-
straints followed to eliminate any residual strain; the energy mini-
misations terminated when the energy change per step became
smaller than 0.1 kJmol�1.

Sampling from a Maxwellian distribution at 100 K provided the ini-
tial velocities for the MD simulations. Solvent and solute were inde-
pendently weakly coupled to a temperature bath with a relaxation
time of 0.1 ps.[48] The systems were also coupled to a pressure bath
at 1 atm with a relaxation time of 0.5 ps and an isothermal com-
pressibility of 0.4575L10�3 (kJmol�1nm�3)�1.[48] The SHAKE algo-
rithm constrained bond lengths with a geometric tolerance of
10�4,[49] so that the leapfrog integration time-step could be set to
0.002 ps. Treating the nonbonded interactions employed a triple-
range method with cut-off radii 0.8 nm and 1.4 nm.[50] Outside the
outer cut-off radius, a reaction field with a relative dielectric per-
mittivity of 66.6[51] approximated the electrostatic interactions.
Within the inner cut-off radius, the evaluation used a charge-group
pair list. Short-range interactions entailed updating the list at every
time step; interactions between pairs that were separated by dis-
tances longer than 0.8 nm and shorter than 1.4 nm entailed updat-
ing only every fifth time step.

Analysis : The analysed characteristics were solvent number density
distributions, hydrogen bonding, solvent accessibility, water ex-
change events and residence times.

The solvent number density distributions were obtained by placing
the initial solute configuration at the centre of a three-dimensional
cubic grid with a 0.05 nm grid step as a reference frame. The roto-
translational least-squares fit[52,53] of the protein backbone atoms
Ca, N and C onto the reference frame removed the effects of
centre-of-mass translations or solute rotations. The three-dimen-
sional water density distribution was calculated by averaging the
number of oxygen atoms in each grid cell over the entire trajecto-
ry.[23, 27,54] Hydration sites were defined as maxima in the water den-
sity distribution that had a density no lower than two times the
value of bulk water. A water density of 1 gcm�3 corresponded to
an oxygen number density of 33.5 nm�3.

Solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) values for individual ccb-p
structures were calculated by using the program NACCESS[55,56] by
using a probe with a radius of 0.14 nm.

Hydrogen bonds between ccb-p and water were defined by the
following geometric criterion: the hydrogen–acceptor distance
must be less than or equal to 0.25 nm and the donor-proton–
acceptor angle at least 1358. Because the hydration of ccb-p is a

highly dynamic process, each ccb-p donor or acceptor atom
formed hydrogen bonds with many different water molecules.
Thus, the average number of hydrogen bonds hNHBi of a ccb-p
donor/acceptor atom with the surrounding water molecules was
calculated as a sum over the average number of hydrogen bonds
the donor/acceptor atom forms with each of the water molecules
in the simulation box [Eq. (1)]:

hNHBi ¼
1
NC

XNW

j¼1
NHB,Wj ð1Þ

where NHB,Wj is the number of hydrogen bonds a donor or acceptor
group forms with the water molecule Wj, NC is the number of con-
figurations analysed and NW is the number of water molecules in
the simulation box. Because of the possible occurrence of three-
centre hydrogen bonds, the average number of hydrogen bonds
per donor or acceptor group of the ccb-p can exceed one.

To gain insight into the solvation of the ccb-p monomer and coiled
coil, the average solvation numbers and number of exchange
events as well as the average, maximal and effective residence
time of water molecules were calculated for the carbonyl oxygen
and amide hydrogen atoms of the ccb-p backbone. Moreover, resi-
dence times were also calculated for the water molecules in spheri-
cal shells that surrounded the crystallographic water sites. The hy-
dration shell radii, rsh, of a solute atom was defined as [Eq. (2)]:

rsh ¼ rex þ DrRT ð2Þ

where rex is the first minimum of the radial pair distribution func-
tion for the solute atom and the oxygen atom of water and DrRT=
0,05 nm accounts for positional fluctuations.[21] Analysis of the crys-
tallographic water sites was performed by monitoring the ex-
change of water molecules within the 0.15 nm diameter spherical
shells that were constructed around the positions of the water
oxygen atoms as determined by X-ray crystallography. With the
definition of the spherical shells, the average solvation number,
number of exchange events, average and maximal residence times
could be deduced directly from the simulated trajectories. Howev-
er, these times are not experimentally accessible, and a fit of the
temporal autocorrelation function to a single exponential[21] served
to define an observable effective residence time. Several authors
have observed that the temporal autocorrelation function from
MD simulations cannot be approximated by a single exponential
function very well.[27, 30,57, 58] Our simulations confirmed the nonex-
ponential behaviour of this autocorrelation function, and we decid-
ed to choose as an effective residence time the time that defined
the 99th percentile of the cumulative distribution of residence
times, that is, 1% of the water residencies lasted longer than the
effective residence time.
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